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ABSTRACT

Soil erosion processes are common in Mediterranean areas due to its climatic conditions, abrupt topography, and its long history of human influence and intensive land management. Forests have a fundamental protective role in combatting soil erosion and land degradation. This research focused on i) assessing soil erosion on forest lands linked to forest variables, and ii) integrating erosion risk into forest management and planning. In more detail, the first goal focused on the relation between erosion occurrence and possible influencing factors such as forest structure and composition, site and land-use characteristics, and, based on this, integrating erosion protection as an objective into multi-functional forest management. The data source was the Spanish National Forest Inventory, which provided erosion records as well as traditional tree and plot measurements. The modelling methods used included classification trees and binary logistic regression analysis. Models were developed for the stand and landscape levels to predict the probability of erosion. Erosion risk was also studied spatially by producing maps based on the predictions of the models. Finally, the models were integrated into a simulation optimisation system in order to assess management alternatives.

The results show that, at the stand level, a higher probability of surface erosion occurrence was strongly related to the forest type and stand structure. For example, sparse stands on slopes in semiarid areas and dense stands with large trees in pure Abies alba and Fagus sylvatica forest had higher erosion probability. At the landscape level, a low stand basal area, andisol and cambisol soil types, large size and steep slope of the drainage area, the presence of unpaved roads and increased urban land use resulted in a higher probability of gully erosion. Based on the developed models, erosion protection was used as the management objective in multi-functional forest planning at the stand level, together with timber production and structural diversity. The results demonstrated evident trade-offs between these ecosystem services, depending on the steepness of the slope. The results of this work can help to identify forest areas vulnerable to soil erosion. It provides tools to integrate erosion risk into forest planning, thus enhancing the use of forests in erosion protection in sensitive Mediterranean areas.

Keywords: Classification tree, erosion modelling, gullies, multi-functional forest, optimization, soil protection
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Abbreviations

NFI  National Forest Inventory
CART Classification and Regression Trees
DEM Digital Elevation Model
ES Ecosystem Services
EP Erosion Protection
NPV Net Present Value
ROC Receiving Operating Characteristics curve
AUC Area Under the Curve

Definitions

Surface erosion  Tree roots are exposed, signs of water-accumulated materials above obstacles and an abundance of exposed stones.
Rills Removal of soil from parallel small streams not deeper than 30 cm.
Gully Removal of soil along a drainage channel created by running water into topographic depressions, deeper than 30 cm.
Ecosystem services Benefits for humans provided by ecosystems. They include provision services such as food, water, timber; regulating services such as climate regulation, erosion control; and cultural services such as recreation, spiritual and religious values.
Trade-off An increment in one ecosystem service decreases the amount of another service.
INTRODUCTION

Mediterranean forests and soil erosion

Mediterranean forests provide several ecosystem services (ES) such as timber, cork, resin, mushrooms, biodiversity, carbon storage, soil protection, watershed management and cultural and recreational values (e.g. Merlo and Croitoru 2005; Palahí et al. 2008; EME 2011). Most of the forests across the Mediterranean region are heterogeneous due to their long history of human influence, including intensive land management. Large variations in the topography and rainfall regime have also affected vegetation characteristics, resulting in a diversity of landscapes and biodiversity hotspots for both animal and plant species (Blanco et al. 1997; Palahí et al. 2008; FAO 2018). The environmental conditions make the forests vulnerable to disturbances due to irregular rainfall, high temperatures, periods of drought and frequent forest fires. These phenomena can reduce the vitality of plants and lead to the loss of vegetation cover and biodiversity, which can increase land degradation.

The climatic conditions, biogeography, soil characteristics and long history of human influence through intensive land management favour the development of soil erosion processes in the Mediterranean region (Palahí et al. 2008; García-Ruiz et al. 2013). The most common soil erosion is caused by water. The process has three states: detachment, transport and deposition (Morgan 2005). In the process of water erosion, detachment is induced by rainfall and displacement of soil particles by raindrops dropping from clouds or tree canopies, while transport of soil particles is caused by overland flow, which can also cause soil particles to detach. Both detachment and transport processes need a certain amount of energy to cause erosion (velocity and kinetic energy). The energy of rainfall and water run-off depends on the intensity of the rainfall, size of the raindrops and steepness and length of the slope (Blanco and Lal 2008). Soil characteristics affect water infiltration rates and surface run-off. They define how much energy is needed to detach and transport soil particles (Morgan 2005). When transport energy reduces and is no longer sufficient to carry soil particles, deposition occurs, causing sedimentation.

Vegetation and litter cover usually protect the soil from rain splash erosion, depending on coverage, vegetation type and plants’ morphological structure (Boer and Puigdefábregas 2005; Bochet et al. 2006). Raindrops falling from high tree canopies tend to be larger and have higher terminal velocities compared to free rainfall, and therefore can cause more erosion under tall tree canopies if the underground vegetation is sparse compared to dense shrub vegetation cover (Brandt 1987; Calder 2001; Nanko et al. 2004; Kang et al. 2008). The forms of water erosion at the local scale include surface (also called sheet) erosion caused by raindrops and surface flow, and rill erosion, defined as small shallow channels formed by concentrated overland flow shallow enough to be removed by tillage operations. Large-scale water erosion processes include gullies, deep channels formed in topographic depressions by concentrated overland flow that cannot be removed by tillage operation (Morgan 2005). Gulling is an important land degradation process which reduces site productivity and limits land uses. Eventually, it can lead to actively developing badlands, especially in semiarid areas (Lesschen et al. 2007; Gómez Gutiérrez et al. 2009; García-Ruiz et al. 2013).

Land degradation by soil erosion processes does not only cause on-site effects such as deterioration of ecosystems due to reduction in soil quality and water availability but also economic losses due to the decreasing productivity of agricultural and forest land. The off-site effects of sediment siltation on rivers can reduce the water quality and the capacity of
reservoirs. This can potentially increase the number and intensity of floods and cause water pollution and gaseous emissions such as carbon dioxide and methane (Poesen et al. 1996; Blanco and Lal 2008). Soil erosion has been estimated to have caused an economic loss of 280 million euro per year during the 1990s in Spain (ICONA 1991). In Italy, the annual cost is estimated to be around 619 million euro (Panagos et al. 2018). The importance of soil erosion and the protective function of forest lands have been reflected at the EU level, especially in the Mediterranean countries (Borelli et al. 2016; FAO 2018). For example, in Spain, the importance of preventing soil erosion and land degradation has been recognised and is reflected in forest policy (DGCN 2002), which emphasises that the sustainable use and management of forest should combat soil loss and desertification and at the same time preserve biodiversity. This led to massive reforestation programmes during 1945-1986 when approximately 3.8 million hectares were reforested (Pausas et al. 2004a). According to the third Spanish National Forest Inventory (DGCN 2005), 10.5% of the inventory plots suffered from different levels of soil erosion in the region of Catalonia (NE Spain). This shows that erosion on forest land is an important issue which must be considered in forest management and planning.

Erosion risk in forest lands

Soil protection is one of the ES benefits provided by the forest. Soil erosion is a natural part of soil development, but it can be accelerated by human activities (Morgan 2005; Blanco and Lal 2008). Well-known factors influencing erosion risk on forest lands include deforestation and harvesting activities (Croke et al. 2001; Hartanto et al. 2003; Kolka and Smidt 2004) due to machinery operations, skid tracks and the building of forest roads (Elliott et al. 1999; Croke and Mockler 2001; Madej et al. 2006; Wade et al. 2012) to access harvesting sites. The highest soil losses are typically caused by those harvesting operations that include site preparation, such as ploughing (Edeso et al. 1999), which disturb the soil structure. Also the reforestation of old agriculture lands, which includes soil modifications, can increase erosion rates for many years (de Figueiredo et al. 2012). Other significant factors increasing soil erosion risk are forest fires, which destroy the vegetation cover and can alter the soil’s physical properties (Thomas et al. 1999; Johansen et al. 2001; Pardini et al. 2004; Hyde et al. 2007; Cannon et al. 2010). In addition, recreation activities and associated infrastructures, such as hiking trails (Selkimäki and Mola-Yudego 2010), ski tracks (Pintaldi et al. 2017) as well as grazing on forest pastures (Strunk 2003) can contribute to soil erosion on forest lands. Erosion processes are not always due to human activities but can also be significant in untreated forest, especially on steep slopes receiving intensive rainfall (Hartanto et al. 2003; Morgan 2005).

A common view is that the denser the forest cover is, the more it protects the soil against erosion processes. Many of the existing erosion models use the percentage of canopy cover as the sole variable describing the effect of the forest structure on erosion. Several models exist to predict potential soil erosion loss, such as USLE (Wischmeier and Smith 1978), its revised version RUSLE (Renard et al. 1997) and WEPP (Flanagan and Livingston 1995; Laflen et al. 1997). These models relate soil erosion on forest lands to vegetation cover factors, typically the percentage of canopy cover. However, this does not provide a sufficient description of the forest structural variables. Therefore, alternative factors have been suggested, e.g. the amount of bare soil, fine roots, the organic matter content of the soil and combinations of tree height and canopy cover. These variables have improved the model
predictions (Dissmeyer and Foster 1980). Some studies suggest that ordinary growing stock variables such as stand density (Razafindrabe et al. 2010) and tree height (Brandt 1987; Cal-der 2001; Kang et al. 2008) are associated with soil erosion, and could be used to integrate erosion risk into forest management. The use of ordinary forest stand variables such as basal area, stocking and tree height would make it easy to integrate erosion risk into forest management and planning. This is important, since with proper planning and management, the erosion risk of forested landscapes could be reduced significantly. Previous studies show that under favourable conditions, certain forest types with overly dense stands can actually have higher erosion rates compared with less dense stands, and erosion could be reduced by appropriate thinning operations (Nanko et al. 2004; Razafindrabe et al. 2010).

**Risk assessment and forest management**

Under climate change scenarios, extreme climatic conditions are expected to become more frequent. In the Mediterranean area, this means long periods of drought and extreme precipitation events with high-intensity rainfall resulting in increasing risks of forest fires and soil erosion (IPCC 2013). To take these disturbances into consideration in forest management, the identification of forest structures vulnerable to different disturbances is needed. Several studies based on national forest inventories (NFI) have shown the usefulness of this data source in the evaluation of the risk of different natural disturbances to forests. NFI provides data over large areas and the inventory is typically repeated at regular time intervals. Integrating risk in forest management planning has been undertaken for fire (e.g. González et al. 2005, Costa Freitas et al. 2017), wind (e.g. Gardiner and Quine 2000; Heinonen et al. 2009), snow (e.g. Díaz-Yáñez et al. 2019) and browsing (e.g. Díaz-Yáñez et al. 2017). Yet, for erosion risk there is a lack of similar models, since erosion variables are seldom included in forest inventories.

In Spain, the state of the soil erosion, together with forest structure and composition, was systematically recorded in the third Spanish forest inventory (NFI3). The erosion observations in the NFI plot location were classified into: surface and rill erosion, V-shape gullies, U-shape gullies and landslides. There are several advantages of making erosion observations in the forest inventory. The visual observation of the erosion state can be connected to site and stand variables based on tree- and plot-level measurements. The NFI provides information for large areas, and since the inventory is repeated regularly, it is possible to follow forest development and the state of erosion.

Traditionally, forest management has focused on timber production (Messier et al. 2015), while non-timber products (e.g. berries, mushrooms, resins) and other uses of forests (e.g. erosion control, recreation, water regulation) have received less attention (Rodríguez et al. 2006; Bennet et al. 2009). Multi-objective forest planning methods have been used in the assessment of different forest ecosystem services. Many of the forest ES are in trade-off, meaning that the production of one service has a negative effect on the provision of another service (MEA 2005). The provision of several forest ES has been evaluated under different forest management options, including, for example, timber production, biodiversity, carbon balance and non-wood products such as mushrooms and berries (e.g. Mönkkönen et al. 2014; Diaz-Balteiro et al. 2017; Lafond et al. 2017; Kurttila et al. 2018). Soil protection as an ES has been defined as forests growing on slopes steeper than 30% (e.g. Roces-Díaz et al. 2018). In other cases, assessment of soil protection ES is based on potential soil loss calculation using the USLE (e.g. García-Nieto et al. 2013) or RUSLE model (Anaya-Romero et al. 2016).
In order to assess the trade-off between timber production and soil protection, the relationship between stand structural variables and soil protection needs to be modelled and estimated for different management scenarios. In this thesis, erosion protection as an ES in *Abies alba* mountain forest was assessed by using forest structural variables that can be controlled in forest management. Therefore, the trade-offs between timber production and erosion protection could be studied (study III).

**Aims of the thesis**

The aim of this thesis is to assess soil erosion on forest lands and integrate the erosion risk into forest management and planning in Catalonia. This thesis focuses on two erosion processes recorded in the Spanish NFI, surface and gully erosion. First, soil erosion risk is assessed at the stand and landscape levels. Erosion occurrence is related to the forest structural variables and land uses in the drainage areas, leading to the development of erosion risk models for the region. Secondly, the erosion risk is integrated into the forest management planning system and used as one objective variable in the optimisation of multi-functional forest management.

The specific objectives are:

1. To study the relationship between forest structure, site and stand variables and surface erosion at the stand level (I).
2. To study gully erosion occurrence and its relation to landscape structure and land-use changes at the landscape level (II).
3. To develop a multi-objective forest planning approach that integrates soil erosion risk into forest management planning at the stand level, and use the approach to analyse trade-offs between three ecosystem services: economic profitability, erosion risk mitigation and structural diversity (III).

The main hypotheses of the research are:

1. There are differences in the probability of erosion occurrence between forest stands depending on the forest structure and tree species composition as well as site characteristics.
2. At the landscape level, local forest variables and environmental factors in larger areas, fragmentation and land-use changes correlate with the occurrence of gully erosion.
3. Increased emphasis on erosion protection and biodiversity reduces the economic profit from timber production.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study area

The region of Catalonia is located in the north-eastern part of Spain, covering 32 106 km$^2$. The region has a Mediterranean climate with large climatic variations due to the influence of the mountainous topography (Gracia et al. 2004). Catalonia can be divided into eight climatic regions: semi-arid, dry sub-humid, sub-humid, humid I to IV and very humid (Thornthwaite 1948; Clavero et al. 1997). The mean annual precipitation varies from 300 to 1500 mm (Ninyerola et al. 2000) and the altitude ranges from sea level up to 3000 m above sea level. The Pyrenean mountain area in the north receives the highest amount of precipitation, which decreases towards the southern and less elevated areas. Precipitation also decreases from east to west, from the coastal areas of the Mediterranean Sea to the inland Central Depression (Lleida). The dominant soil types in the region are cambisols, fluvisols, regosols and leptosols (Soil Atlas of Europe 2006). Large differences in topography and climatic conditions and a long history of human influence and recurrent forest fires have influenced the evolution and current distribution of forest types in Catalonia. Forests in the region are dominated by pines such as *Pinus halepensis*, *P. sylvestris*, *P. nigra*, *P. uncinata* and *P. pinea*, and oaks such as *Quercus ilex*, *Q. suber* and *Q. humilis*, followed by *Fagus sylvatica*, *Abies alba*, *Castanea sativa* and *Betula pendula*. Pure forests (defined as forest where at least 80% of the basal area belongs to a single tree species) cover approximately 8040 km$^2$, of which 5540 km$^2$ are pure coniferous and 2500 km$^2$ pure broadleaf forest. The rest of the forest lands are mixed forest, covering almost 12 000 km$^2$ (Gracia et al. 2004).

The landscape of the region has undergone transformations due to reforestation and abandonment of traditional land-use practices during recent decades. Since the 1950s, there has been a steady abandonment of farmland, especially in mountain areas, leading to an increase in the forest land area. In addition, urban areas have been enlarged due to the combined dynamics of population growth and the movement of people from rural areas to cities (Poyatos et al. 2003; García-Ruiz et al. 2005; López-Moreno et al. 2006).

Data sources

The data on soil erosion and forest stand variables were obtained from the Third Spanish National Forest Inventory NFI3 (DGCN 2005), conducted in Catalonia during 2000 and 2001. The NFI data consist of a systematic sample of permanent plots, distributed on a 1 km x 1 km square grid, with a re-measurement interval of about ten years. The sampling design uses concentric circular plots with a radius depending on the tree diameter at breast height (dbh): 5 m radius is used for trees with dbh between 7.5 and 12.4 cm; 10 m for 12.5–22.4 cm; 15 m for 22.5–42.4 cm; and 25 m for trees with dbh greater than or equal to 42.5 cm. The following data were recorded for each sample tree: species, dbh, height and distance and azimuth from the plot centre. The health state of the trees, damage and observed management operations were also recorded. The shrub coverage was assessed by species within a 5 m radius around the plot centre. In every plot the erosion was visually observed up to 60 m around the plot centre and coded into six categories; no erosion, surface erosion, rill erosion, V-shape gully erosion, U-shape gully erosion and landslides.
The data on forest fires were obtained from fire perimeter maps generated by the Departament de Medi Ambient i Habitatge and Institut Cartogràfic de Catalunya. The plots were marked as burnt if a fire had occurred in their location between IFN2 and IFN3 (between 1989 and 2000). Data on annual mean precipitation were obtained from digital maps produced by the climatic model of Ninyerola et al. (2000), and the climatic division of the region was obtained from the Climatic Atlas of Catalonia (Clavero et al. 1997). Land-use maps of Catalonia included a vector map of 2005 (MCSC 2005) and a raster map of 1987 (Generalitat de Catalunya 1987). Information on soil types was obtained from the European Soil Database raster with 1 km x 1 km cell size (Van Liedekerke et al. 2006). The locations and types of roads were obtained from the database of the Cartographic Institute of Catalonia (De la Base Topogràfica 2007). Data on topography (slope, elevation and aspect) were derived from a digital elevation model (DEM) of 30 m x 30 m resolution (Institut Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya).

Erosion observations in the NFI

The NFI plots were classified according to climatic division (Clavero et al. 1997) into semi-arid and humid. The NFI plots in the humid areas were further classified into three forest types: pure coniferous, pure broadleaf (if a single species represented over 80% of the total basal area of the plot) and mixed forest. Plots without any trees with dbh >7.5 cm were classified as no trees plots. Table 1 shows the share of erosion types in the different forest types. Of the 11101 NFI plots, 10.5% had some signs of erosion. The aim of study I was to discover site and stand variables that were related to surface erosion. Therefore, only plots with at least one tree larger than 7.5 cm were chosen (resulting in 689 plots with surface erosion and 8872 plots without erosion). The landscape-level study II on gully erosion included all the no erosion plots, also the no trees plots (resulting in 157 plots with gully erosion and 9932 plots without erosion). The map in Figure 1 shows the location of the eroded plots used in studies I and II, and the location of plots dominated by Abies alba in study III.

Table 1: Number of forest inventory plots by erosion classes (V and U-shape gully erosion are summed) and the percentage of all erosion types by forest types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forest type</th>
<th>No erosion</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Rills</th>
<th>Gullies</th>
<th>Landslide</th>
<th>% erosion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No trees</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-arid</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure coniferous</td>
<td>3338</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure broadleaf</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>3460</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>9932</strong></td>
<td><strong>794</strong></td>
<td><strong>95</strong></td>
<td><strong>157</strong></td>
<td><strong>123</strong></td>
<td><strong>10.5</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Modelling surface erosion at the stand level

Classification tree method

The classification and regression trees (CART) method was chosen to explore the complex and non-linear relationships between site and stand variables and surface erosion. As a non-parametric method, CART makes no assumptions on the distribution of the data. It can deal with large datasets having both nominal and continuous variables and it can handle interactions between the predictor variables (Breiman et al. 1984). The method recursively partitions the data into homogenous groups, aiming at node impurity, which in this study means separating all surface erosion plots from non-eroded plots by using the predictor variables and their values as splitting criteria. The splitting procedure evaluates the importance of variables based on their degree of homogeneity by incorporating the prior probabilities and misclassification cost of the variable. The goodness of the splits in the rpart package of the R-software used is measured with the Gini index, which maximises the impurity reduction of the split (Therneau and Atkinson 1997).
The CART procedure first grows the classification tree to full size and then prunes it. Pruning the classification tree makes the tree smaller and easier to interpret, and it also improves the probability estimates derived from the tree (Provost and Domingos 2003). In the study, a minimum of 20 plots per node was set as the pruning criterion. The predictor variables used for construction of the classification tree are listed in Table 1 of study I.

Instead of using the dominant classes of the classification tree leaves at the end of the branches, the class frequencies were converted into erosion probability estimates. The Laplace correction was used to remove the extreme probabilities caused by the small sample size at the end of the leaves. This is a widely used smoothing method in CART analysis (Provost and Domingos 2003; Ferri et al. 2003; Tóth and Pataki 2007), calculated as follows:

\[ P_i = \frac{n_i + 1}{N + C} \]  (1)

where \( P_i \) is the smoothed probability and \( n_i \) is the number of observed samples of class \( i \) at the leaf, \( N \) is the total number of samples in the leaf and \( C \) is the number of classes at the leaf.

Figure 2 shows the schematic structure of the classification tree. Based on the preliminary analysis, the data were divided by classifying the NFI plots into forest types (level 1). The final classification tree results (level 2) were produced separately for each forest type.

---

**Figure 2**: Schematic structure of the two levels of the classification tree.
**Binary logistic**

The classification tree analyses used in study I showed that inventory plots with *Abies alba* and *Fagus sylvatica* as dominant species had a higher occurrence of surface erosion. In study III, the aim was to integrate the erosion risk into forest management planning. Pure *Abies alba* forest was chosen to study erosion mitigation as one objective when planning multi-functional forest management. In order to integrate the erosion risk into a simulation optimisation system (Rodal, Palahí and Pukkala 2003), the erosion risk was modelled using a logistic function. The same variables were used that were included in the classification tree together with the slope. The model for erosion probability was fitted using binary logistic regression analysis. The model for the probability of erosion was as follows:

\[
E_{\text{risk}} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{[12.356 + 0.04BA + 0.301H + 0.134\text{dead}\% + 0.13\text{slope}]}}^{-1}
\]

where \(BA\) is the basal area (\(m^2\) ha\(^{-1}\)), \(H\) is the mean height on the trees (m), \(\text{dead}\%\) is the percentage of standing dead trees and \(\text{slope}\) is the steepness of the slope in degrees obtained from the DEM. The model had good predictive power (Nagelkerke R\(^2\)=0.448), its overall percentage of correct classifications being 82.1% with 0.5 cutting value. The Hosmer and Lemeshow test statistic was 0.462 and the area under the receiving operating characteristic (ROC) curve was 0.836. As one of the management objectives in study III was to mitigate erosion, the probability of erosion \(E_{\text{risk}}\) was converted into an “erosion protection” (EP) value, calculated as \(1 - E_{\text{risk}}\).

**Modelling gully erosion at the landscape level**

Study II analysed gully erosion at the landscape level. Gully erosion consists of erosion channels formed by water flowing into topographic depressions. The assumption of the landscape-level analysis was that the water flow contributing to gully channels comes from upslope. Therefore, the study was based on small-scale drainage areas which were delineated for each NFI plot. In order to cover the total potential water contributing area, the centre of the inventory plot plus 8 points along the 60 m circle from the plot centre (erosion observation were made up to 60 m) were used as pour points. These points were defined as outlets to which the drainage areas were calculated using ArcGIS Hydro Tools 9 and DEM. The final contributing area was aggregated from all nine drainage areas and the flow accumulation (stream line) to the final drainage area was defined (Fig. 3). The following drainage variables were calculated: size of the drainage area, slope of the drainage area along the stream line and length of the stream line.

Drainage area boundaries were used to assess land-use changes and identify which factors had an influence on facilitating or reducing the potential water run-off that could contribute to gully formation. Land-use maps from 1987 and 2005 were overlaid and clipped with drainage area boundaries for the analyses (Fig. 3). Land uses were reclassified into seven classes: water, urban, agriculture, shrub land, forest and bare area (including cliffs, bedrocks and burnt areas). The land-use coverages and their changes over time were calculated for each drainage area and the differences between gullied and non-eroded plot drainage areas were estimated using analysis of variance.
Gully erosion occurrence was modelled using stepwise logistic regression. The potential predictors included plot-level stand variables and drainage area level variables such as land-use change, precipitation, soil type, fire, and presence of roads (full variable list in Table 1, study II).

**Figure 3**: Example of defining the drainage area for an NFI plot. Drainage borders were defined for the NFI plot and to additional points. Separate borders were joined to obtain one drainage area, which was used to clip land uses (1987 and 2005) in order to calculate land-use change in the drainage area.
Integrating the erosion risk into stand-level optimisation

In study III, the aim was to optimise the structure and management of uneven-aged *Abies alba* stands by taking into account three ecosystem services provided by the forest: economic profit from timber, erosion protection and biodiversity. For this purpose, the surface erosion risk (Equation 2), once transformed into an erosion protection index, was integrated into the Rodal forest stand simulation optimisation software (Palahí and Pukkala 2003). The management objectives were to 1) gain revenues from timber measured by net present value (NPV), 2) reduce the risk of surface erosion (maximising erosion protection EP), and 3) maintain structural diversity by keeping a minimum of 10 trees/ha of dbh > 60 cm. The stand dynamics were simulated and management was optimised for three slopes (10, 45 and 80%) using three different cutting cycles (10, 30 and 50 years) on each slope.

The simulation and optimisation system, once adapted for the specific requirement of the study, was used to find the optimal diameter distribution of the stand. The system optimised the values of four decision variables, maximising the revenues from timber and, at the same time, maximising erosion protection (Fig. 4). Diameter distribution was described using the two-parameter Weibull function (Bare and Opalach 1988). Four optimised decision variables together defined the post-cutting diameter distribution of the trees (total number of trees per hectare, Weibull parameters b and c, maximum retained diameter). Harvesting was conducted in such a way that the original diameter distribution was returned, in order to maintain the uneven-aged stand structure. Penalty functions were added to the objective function to guarantee the sustainability of the diameter distribution and to force a sufficient number of large trees to the solution to maintain high structural diversity. Hooke and Jeeves’ (1961) direct search method was used as the optimisation algorithm. It is commonly used in stand management optimisation problems (e.g. Haight and Monserud 1990; Rautiainen et al. 2000; Trasobares and Pukkala 2004; González et al. 2005; Pasalodos-Tato and Pukkala 2007; González-Olabarria et al. 2008).

![Figure 4: Structure of the simulation optimisation system.](image-url)
Multi-attribute utility theory was applied to evaluate management alternatives (Pukkala 2002). The method allowed evaluations with different weights on NPV and EP, measured in different units. The original units were converted into sub-utilities, which ranged from zero to one. Production possibility boundaries for NPV and EP were defined by the criterion weights of the sub-utilities. All solutions were Pareto-optimal, meaning that it is not possible to increase a criterion variable without decreasing the other (Branke et al. 2008). Therefore, the calculated production possibility boundaries show the trade-offs between NPV and EP.

Five combinations of weights for NPV and EP were used: 1/0, 0.75/0.25, 0.5/0.5, 0.25/0.75 and 0/1 for NPV and EP, respectively. The general form of additive multi-attribute utility function was as follows:

\[ U = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i u_i(x_i) \]  

where \( U \) is the total utility, \( n \) is the number of criteria, \( w_i \) is the weight of criterion \( i \), \( u_i \) is the sub-utility function of criterion \( i \) and \( x_i \) is the quantity of criterion variable \( i \).

The economic data included timber prices and harvesting and transportation costs. They were incorporated into calculations as functions where the unit price or cost depended on the diameter of the harvested tree. Net Present value (NPV) was used to evaluate the economic profit from timber production. NPV takes into account all future revenues and costs, discounted to the present time. The discount rate was 2% in all scenarios. For uneven-aged steady-state forests, NPV can be calculated from the following formula:

\[ NPV_t = \frac{V_{G_t}}{(1+i)^t - 1} \]  

where \( NPV_t \) is the net present value for the \( t \)-year cutting cycle (€ ha\(^{-1}\)), \( V_{G_t} \) is the net income obtained from trees harvested every \( t \) years (€ ha\(^{-1}\)), \( i \) is the rate of interest (percentage divided by 100), and \( t \) is the length of the cutting cycle.
RESULTS

Factors related to surface erosion at the stand level

The site and stand characteristics of the eroded plots were different between the four forest types. The mean values of site and stand variables had significant differences. In particular, plots on semiarid forest lands had clear differences in some variables (Fig. 5). Semiarid forest lands are characterised in general by lower stand densities, higher shrub cover and a higher percentage of dead trees compared to forest types located in more humid areas. The mean values of the variables gave a general direction for the differences between non-eroded and eroded plot characteristics, whereas the CART method provided deeper insight into the effect of forest structure, revealing forest structures prone to erosion.

Figure 5: Mean values of forest structural variables by forest type in non-eroded plots and plots with surface erosion. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Classification trees for four forest types show the structural characteristics that differentiate forest stands in their erosion probability (Fig. 6). For pure coniferous and broadleaf forest as well as mixed forest the best variable for bisecting the data was the tree species. Forest plots dominated by *Abies alba* and *Fagus sylvatica* had a higher presence of surface erosion compared to plots dominated by other species. In both cases, the erosion probability was higher in stands with large trees, as the splitting values of height, diameter and basal area indicate. For other species, later splits were created by tree height, stand basal area and stocking, bisecting the data into more and less erosion risky plots. In pine-dominated forest, the splits indicated that sparse forest on steeper slopes, specifically with many dead trees, was more prone to erosion. Broadleaf and mixed forest on steep slopes over 25° with high stand density had high erosion probability. Soil type was used as splitting variable in coniferous (*cambisol*) and semiarid (*fluvisol*) forest types. In addition, treatment (e.g. thinning) was found to be a splitting variable in broadleaf and mixed forest, where treated plots had a higher erosion occurrence. In semiarid areas, sparse forest on steep slopes and sparse forest on *fluvisol* soil type had the highest erosion probability.

The accuracy of the classification trees was evaluated by the area under the ROC curves (AUC). The AUC values were 0.78, 0.73, 0.66 and 0.73 for pure broadleaf, pure conifer, mixed and semiarid forest, respectively. The map of the erosion probability for the Catalonian region (Fig. 7) was drawn based on the erosion probabilities from the classification tree results. The NFI plots were classified into three erosion risk classes: low risk <0.1, moderate risk 0.1-0.4 and high risk >0.4. (Fig 7). There were no plots with probabilities between 0.29 and 0.4, therefore the high risk value was set at >0.4.
Figure 6: Classification trees for pure coniferous, pure broadleaf, mixed and semiarid forest types, with cutting values of bisecting variables. Erosion probabilities are shown at the ends of the leaves.
Factors related to gully erosion at landscape level

The regional analysis of study II of factors related to the occurrence of gully erosion included both plot- and landscape-level variables. The first assessment examined differences in land-use coverage and their changes between 1987 and 2005. The land-use coverage and change analysis showed that the main land-use types in the drainage areas were forest and shrubland. The results show significant differences in land use between the drainage areas defined for gullied and non-eroded plots. The drainage areas of gullied plots had a higher percentage of shrublands, agriculture, orchards, urban and bare land, whereas non-eroded plots had a higher percentage of forest cover (Fig. 8).

The amounts and shares of road types were different in the drainage areas of gullied and non-eroded plots. Most of the non-eroded plots (~65%) had no roads in their drainage areas, whereas most of the drainage areas of gullied plots (~64%) contained unpaved roads. Typically, unpaved roads are forest and agricultural roads, often lacking proper drainage systems. Paved roads usually have engineered drainage systems for directing the surface water flow that might otherwise induce erosion.
The second part of study II assessed the probability of gullies through binary logistic regression. The smallest Akaike information criterion (AIC) value was obtained for the model including nine predictor variables:

$$P_{gully} = \left(1 + e^{-[-6.827 + 0.699A + 0.812D_{slope} + 2.46urban - 0.0498A + 2.396AND + 0.757CAM + 0.594fine - 1.453Proad + 0.636Uproad]}\right)^{-1}$$  

where $P_{gully}$ is the probability of gully erosion occurrence, $A$ is drainage area size (ha), $D_{slope}$ is the slope of the drainage area along the stream line (degrees), $urban$ is the relative increase in urban land use, $BA$ is the basal area of the NFI plot (m$^2$ ha$^{-1}$), $AND$ is the soil type andosol, $CAM$ is the soil type cambisol, $fine$ is the soil texture type, $Proad$ is paved road and $Uproad$ is unpaved road. All variables included in the model were significant according to the Wald test ($p<0.05$). The Nagelkerke R Square was 0.304, the model classification accuracy was 0.98 and the AUC value was 0.938.

According to the model, an increase in basal area and the presence of paved roads reduced gully erosion occurrence. Variables associated with gully erosion at the plot level were the fine-textured soil types *andosol* and *cambisol*, which are prone to gully erosion on slopes. Drainage area characteristics related to gully erosion occurrence were the size of the drainage area and the steepness of the slope. When the size of the drainage area increases, water is collected from larger areas. Increasing slope increases the erosive power of running water. Furthermore, expansion in urban land use and the presence of unpaved roads increased gully erosion occurrence. Both of these are factors associated with changes in the local hydrology, affecting the infiltration capacity and surface run-off.
Trade-off between erosion risk, timber profit and structural diversity

Integrating the erosion risk into forest management and planning was studied by optimising the management of uneven-aged *Abies alba* stands using the multi-objective optimisation method (**III**). The trade-offs between three ES, namely timber production, erosion protection and biodiversity, were visualised using production possibility boundaries. The results revealed relevant trade-offs between the profit from timber production and erosion protection, depending on the slope steepness and the length of the cutting cycle. Biodiversity constraint reduced both timber profit and erosion protection values, as a proportion of the large trees remained in the forest. As the slope increased, the profit from timber production reduced due to increasing harvesting and transportation costs (Figure 1 in study **III**).

The production possibility boundaries showed the increasing influence of NPV on erosion protection (Fig. 9). Longer cutting cycles decreased NPV. The concave form of the production possibility boundaries suggests increasing rates of transformation, especially on steep slopes. The erosion protection values were constantly high on 10% slopes. Including biodiversity constraint as an obligatory objective resulted in production possibility boundaries closer to the origin, which means that scenarios including biodiversity always resulted in lower NPV and erosion protection. In general, the effect of NPV on erosion protection was marginal on a 10% slope and large on an 80% slope.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9:** Production possibility boundaries for three slopes and 10-, 30- and 50-year cutting cycles representing the trade-offs between erosion protection and net present value (NPV) a) without and b) with biodiversity constraint.
The assessment of trade-offs between forest ES can help in the decision-making where different management alternatives can be implemented. The optimal weights of management objectives depend on the priorities set by the forest owner. As most Abies alba stands grow on steep slopes, erosion protection should be considered in many stands. The illustration of the distribution ranges of Abies alba stands on different slope steepness classes (according to NFI plots) in the Spanish Pyrenees demonstrates the magnitudes of weights that might be given to different management objectives (Fig. 10). The results suggest that defining proper weights for ES is important to satisfying management objectives in a sustainable way in multi-functional mountain forests, and these weights should be site-specific.

**Figure 10:** Illustration of the distribution of Abies alba on different slope steepness classes and suggested weights of three ecosystem services (timber, erosion protection and biodiversity) based on the results (font size reflects the weights of the management objectives).
DISCUSSION

The present thesis aimed at developing modelling tools for assessing soil erosion on forest lands based on forest variables, in order to integrate erosion risk assessment into forest management and planning. The thesis focused on the relation between erosion occurrence and influencing factors such as forest structure and composition, site and land-use characteristics. The results of these relationships were used to integrate erosion protection as an objective in multi-functional forest management, using an optimisation and simulation system.

The erosion observations and tree measurements were retrieved from Spanish NFI records, which provided a large amount of data for modelling, covering the forest lands of the Catalonian region. The studies in this thesis are probably the first regional-level erosion research based on actual erosion observations using an extensive and systematic dataset. Traditionally, most erosion studies on forestlands have been based on experimental plots (e.g. Edeso et al. 1999; Romero-Diaz et al. 1999, Johansen et al. 2001; Hartanto et al. 2003) or small-scale watersheds (e.g. Boix-Fayos et al. 2008; Casalí et al. 2010), therefore restricting the extent of the application area. Large-scale erosion studies have been mainly based on empirical models, for example USLE and RUSLE, to estimate the potential sediment loss of larger areas, or even at the EU level (Cerdan et al. 2010; Panagos et al. 2015; Borrelli et al. 2016).

In addition, the combined use of erosion observations and forest data retrieved from the NFI made it possible to relate forest structural variables to the presence of erosion, therefore enabling the assessment of erosion risk related to forest management alternatives. NFI data have been used in a similar way for assessing natural disturbances, for characterising stands vulnerable to damage and for creating predictive models (e.g. for snow and wind in Valinger and Fridman 1999; Martín-Alcón et al. 2010; Díaz-Yáñez et al. 2019; for fire in González et al. 2006; for moose damage in Nevalainen et al. 2016; Díaz-Yáñez et al. 2017). However, while these disturbances have direct effects on the trees, erosion has a different nature. Erosion processes typically slowly reduce the productivity of land by decreasing nutrient and water availability, which can lead to forest degradation affecting tree growth in the long term.

However, the studies presented in this thesis also have obvious limitations. The records of erosion provided by the NFI, while extensive, were based on visual assessments. This adds a subjective component to the data that can lead to possible biases. Moreover, the erosion records were only available at the time of the studies for a single NFI, which precludes confirmatory analysis or studies on the temporal development of erosion processes. Variables traditionally measured in erosion studies, such as the amount of sediment loss (e.g. Edeso et al. 1999), were not available. Although the exact amount of the sediment loss cannot be estimated, identifying the erosion class provided some indication of its scale. It can be assumed that surface erosion delivers smaller and gullies larger quantities of sediments.

Assessment of erosion risk in forest stands

The assessment of erosion occurrence was based on the available observations of the two most common erosion types: surface erosion, in order to assess erosion occurrence at the stand level (I), and gully erosion, in order to assess erosion at the landscape level (II). Erosion assessment at the regional level revealed that several forest site and stand variables were related to surface erosion on Catalanian forest lands. The mean values of the stand variables
gave a general direction for the differences in stand characteristics between non-eroded and eroded plot, whereas the CART method provided deeper insight into the forest structures where the erosion occurrence was high. The results showed two main trends related to erosion on forest lands. First, erosion seems to be due to a lack of protective vegetation mainly in dryer semiarid areas and pine forests. The second trend suggested that erosion-related risk is high in two tree species, *Abies alba* and *Fagus sylvatica*, in over-stocked stands with large trees located in the Pyrenean mountains in high-precipitation areas.

Several of the existing erosion models used for forest lands are based on empirical models developed to predict sediment losses on agricultural lands in the USA (e.g. USLE, RUSLE). Therefore, they often overestimate or underestimate the sediment losses on forest lands and ignore forest structural variables (Laflen et al. 2004; Croke and Nethery 2006). Mediterranean forest environments are extremely variable in both their soil and vegetation structure. Shrub vegetation under the forest canopies in particular can have high spatial variation, which affects the potential source of sediments on forest lands (Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. 2000; Gracia et al. 2004; Palahí et al. 2008). In addition, the protective function varies between shrub and tree species due to morphological characteristics such as the leaf form and height of the plants (Martínez Raya et al. 2006). This causes differences in the rainfall partitioning, water interception, throughfall and stem flow. These effects also depend on tree age (Durán Zuazo et al. 2008; Barbier et al. 2009).

Recent studies have suggested that several forest variables could be related to erosion sensitivity, for instance stand density (Razafindrab e et al. 2010), tree height (Brandt 1987; Calder 2001) and tree species (Barbier et al. 2009). Besides this, the successional state of the forest has been found to play a role in erosion protection, so that younger forests deliver smaller amounts of sediments than older forests (Geissler et al. 2012). All these forest variables were found to be related to surface erosion in this thesis. The results revealed that erosion probability is high in areas of sparse forest cover but also in areas of dense forest where stand structural variables, tree height, basal area, mean diameter and stocking were related to erosion probability. In addition, tree species, namely the presence of *Abies alba* and *Fagus sylvatica*, were also related to higher erosion probability. Both of these are shadowing tree species growing on steeps slopes in high-precipitation areas, explaining why the erosion risk is high in these forests. Dense stands with large tall trees reduce the understory vegetation cover, the amount of which correlated negatively with the stand basal area (Coll et al. 2011). Lack of understorey vegetation leaves the soil surface less protected against splash erosion induced by raindrops falling from high tree canopies, as well as the erosive effect of surface water flowing down the slopes.

Several studies have found that forest fires increase erosion probability (e.g. Andreu et al. 2001; Johansen et al. 2001; Fox et al. 2006; Shakesby 2011). In this thesis, forest fires were not, surprisingly, related to soil erosion at the stand (study I) or landscape level (study II). However, on semiarid forest land the eroded plots had the highest mean percentage of dead trees, possibly affected by fire, but the fire might have occurred earlier than 1989 which was the earliest recorded fire year on the fire perimeter maps. In addition, in semiarid areas *Pinus halepensis* regenerates quite rapidly after fire (Pausas et al. 2004b). Several studies have reported increased sediment supply from surface erosion and gully erosion after forest fires (e.g. Neary et al. 2005; Andreu et al. 2009; Cannon et al. 2010). It could be considered that the time since a fire was too long, as erosion rates are typically high immediately after a fire, after which the vegetation recovers quickly (DeBano et al. 1998; Cerda and Doerr 2005;
Fire severity, i.e. how much vegetation is left (Bastos et al. 2011), climatic conditions, and timing and intensity of rainfall (Andreu et al. 2001) also affect erosion rates after forest fires.

**Landscape-level factors related to erosion**

The regional-level analyses of the gullied and non-eroded drainage areas (study II) revealed that there are several environmental factors related to gully erosion occurrence depending on both local factors as well as the surrounding environment and land use. The results were consistent with previous studies that associated the size and slope of the drainage area (e.g. Vandekerckhove et al. 2000) and land-use changes (e.g. Vanwalleghem et al. 2003; Lesschen et al. 2007) with increasing gullying processes. Land use and vegetation types are strongly related to the variation in run-off and sediment yields in watersheds (Vandekerckhove et al. 2000). Changes in land use, abandonment of traditional practices in agriculture and forestry and increase in urbanisation often particularly increase erosion rates (Nelson and Booth 2002; Poesen et al. 2003; López-Moreno et al. 2006; Leh et al. 2013). An increase in forested area can be explained by the reforestation policy which has notably increased the forested areas in the region. The expansion of forested area since the 1950s in Catalonia has been mentioned in several other studies (e.g. Ameztegui et al. 2015; Cervera et al. 2019). In addition, land-use changes to vineyards (Martínez-Casasnovas et al. 2009) and abandonment of agricultural lands (García-Ruiz et al. 2005) have been associated with increased sediment losses from gullying processes. The results related the increase of the urban areas to gully erosion occurrence, as urban construction typically causes changes in the local hydrology, reducing soil infiltration capacity, increasing surface run-off and increasing the soil erosion risk near urban areas (Junior et al. 2010; Leh et al. 2013). Enlargement of urban areas is one of the main reasons for increased erosion risk in the future. This should be considered in urban planning. Adequate management actions should be taken to mitigate the erosion risk. In addition, the presence of unpaved roads was related to gully erosion. Road construction can change the hydrology of the area. Erosion typically starts from road curves and culverts, where water runs off the road and can induce gully erosion especially on unpaved roads, as was shown in study II and observed in other studies (e.g. Croke and Mockler 2001; Nyssen et al. 2002; Jordan and Martínez-Zavala 2008).

The future climate change projections for the Mediterranean predict lower rainfall, more droughts and higher potential evapotranspiration, which would decrease run-off and therefore reduce water erosion (Nunes et al. 2008; IPCC 2013). On the other hand, extreme climatic conditions might become more frequent, with heavier rainfall intensities, which in turn could actually produce greater sediment losses when the vegetation cover has suffered from drought (Nearing et al. 2005; IPCC 2013). Besides climate change, even greater soil erosion potential is related to changes in land use (Nearing et al. 2005; Serpa et al. 2015).

**Integrating ecosystem services into forest management**

The erosion models were the basis for integrating erosion risk into forest management planning (III). For this study, *Abies alba* was selected, as previous studies showed that this species was associated with high erosion probabilities and there are clear relationships between
surface erosion and stands’ structural variables. Therefore, these forests serve as a good example for the last study.

Forests provide several ecosystem services whose importance has recently increased, leading to increasing complexity of forest management and planning with multiple objectives (Duncker et al. 2012). Forest management should aim to enhance the provisioning of several ES, including soil protection and water regulation. At the same time, the effects of climate change and its influence on ES has been acknowledged (Morán-Ordóñez et al. 2019). Several studies have incorporated the provisioning of different goods and services to the optimisation of forest management. For example, the joint production of timber and mushrooms (Palahí et al. 2009), timber and berries (Peura et al. 2016; Kuttilla et al. 2018), timber and pine honey (de Miguel et al. 2014) and timber and pine seeds (Pasalodos-Tato et al. 2016) have been optimised. In addition, the optimal forest management for ES which do not directly produce economic income has been studied, for example biodiversity (Nelson et al. 2009; Mönkkönen et al. 2014) and protection against landslides and rockfalls (LaFond et al. 2017). Studies on soil protection as one ES are rare. However, the topic has gained importance recently, and some surveys of forest ES including soil protection have been undertaken (e.g. Roces-Díaz et al. 2018) where the erosion protection has been defined as constant if forest cover exists on slopes steeper than 30%. In this thesis, the erosion risk was related to the stand structural variables and influence of the slope, which made it possible to integrate erosion protection as one forest ES into forest management using simulations and optimisation.

Managing forests for multiple purposes can be complex, since maximising the production of one service often results in a decline of another service, meaning that there are trade-offs between services (Bennet et al. 2009). The use of simulation and optimisation can help to define proper weights for the management objectives and evaluate trade-offs and the feasibility of obtaining several ES simultaneously. In this thesis (study III), this was demonstrated by studying the trade-offs between the economic profit from timber in Abies alba stands while controlling the erosion risk and maintaining biodiversity. In the case of Abies alba in the Pyrenean mountains, studies show that many stands are over-stocked (Aunos and Blanco 2006; Oliva and Colinas 2007). Land abandonment and rural migration to urban areas are partial reasons for the existence of these dense stands where the lack of forest management is threatening regeneration and increasing tree mortality (Oliva and Colinas 2007). Increasing stand density and lack of regeneration may lead to increased erosion. Forest management, especially in mountain forest, should be regionally adapted to site and stand conditions due to the high variability in environmental conditions (Mina et al. 2017). Forest owners should carefully choose their management strategies: whether the production of several ecosystem services simultaneously is feasible, or whether it would be better to modify management objectives according to site and stand conditions.

Erosion risk was found to be highly dependent on site characteristics and stand structure, which can be modified through management. In the case of Abies alba stands as an example, the assumption that denser forest provides more erosion protection was found to be not fully true. Therefore, the results would be different, for example, in Pinus spp. forest, where study I indicated that pine forest is prone to erosion when the stand density is low on cambisol soils on slopes and when the percentage of dead trees is high, especially on steep slopes. As the results show, the erosion protection should be evaluated separately for different forest types, as the relation between soil protection and structural characteristics can be very different.

Managing forest for several forest ES can result in different and often contradicting management practices. Using the plant cover for soil protection can represent efficient management when reducing the erosion is the sole objective, but on the other hand it might affect
the production of the other ES. For example, vegetation cover between vine rows has reduced sediment losses in a semiarid area but also decreased the productivity of vineyards due to competition for water (Marques et al. 2010). In addition, increasing vegetation cover increases the risk of forest fires in fire-prone areas. Forest management practices for reducing the fire risk include reducing the multi-layered structure of the stand and creating fire breaks where the fuel material is removed, leaving the soil vulnerable to erosion processes (Vélez 1986). In the simulated cases (III) when the biodiversity objective was included, leaving a minimum of ten large trees in the stand had a negative impact on erosion protection on steep (80%) slopes. Therefore, the priorities for obtaining different ES must be decided separately for each site.

Analysing the forest site and stand characteristics related to soil erosion can help to recognise forests susceptible to erosion and determine management practices that can enhance soil protection while considering other forest ES simultaneously. Study III aimed at incorporating erosion risk into forest management at stand level. In the future, landscape-level studies should be conducted to analyse erosion protection as one forest ES at a larger scale, and for other forest types.

**Future prospects**

The main aim of this thesis was to assess soil erosion on forest lands at the regional level, by characterising variables related to erosion occurrence and integrating the estimated erosion risk into forest management planning. Erosion processes have often been studied on small scales, based on expensive and time-consuming field experiments or on sediment loss estimations using existing erosion models. The availability of the extensive records of visual evaluations of erosion states in the National Forest Inventory made it possible to connect the erosion location and state of erosion to forest variables, allowing for assessment at the regional level. This approach can be a starting point towards more ambitious objectives, enlarging the area studied and the time period analysed.

Concerning the area studied, the approach and methods presented can be applied to other Spanish regions with similar data available, as this could help identify additional interactions and trade-offs not contemplated in this study. As only two erosion types were considered, future studies should certainly expand the approach taken by including rill erosion and landslides. This must imply additional compilation efforts to create a comprehensive database with different erosion measurements, for example, experimental plot- and basin-level sediment measurements. Concerning expanding the timeframe of the study, the release of the fourth Spanish National Forest Inventory can offer the possibility to study the impact of forest evolution on erosion and can help to validate the models proposed.

In addition, the development of remote sensing techniques has opened up the opportunity to conduct large-scale assessments using digital terrain models and satellite images with high resolution, that can be combined with the visual records available. In particular, accurate digital elevation models (DEM) with high spatial resolution generated from airborne laser scanning (ALS) data at different time intervals offer the possibility to detect large gullies and landslides under forest canopies (e.g. James et al. 2007) which, combined with NFI-based observations, could offer new ways to conduct erosion studies on forest lands.

From the modelling perspective, the erosion protection as a forest ES and its trade-offs with other ES could also be studied at a more ambitious forest and landscape level, adding complexity to the models and approach taken. For instance, increasing the number of risks
simultaneously, by combining, for example, fire and erosion, in addition to other forest eco-
ystem services such as carbon sequestration or non-wood products, based on Pareto Frontier
methods (e.g. Borges et al. 2014; Garcia-Gonzalo et al. 2015) could result in a more inte-
grated view of the risk. This could be implemented at both the forest and landscape level,
greatly expanding the ambition of the current study, helping to identify where and which
specific management practices must be allocated and could help better mitigate the erosion
risk on forest lands.
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